
 

Open letter from Iranian Political Prisoners' Alliance to The president of United States of 
America, President Trump: 

 

Mr. President, 

To introduce ourselves, The Iranian Political Prisoner's Alliance consists of political 
prisoners who have spent part of their lives and youth in prison under enormous and all 
kinds of tortures by Iranian regime for the sake of freedom in Iran and raised up to the 
tyrant religious fascist regime.  

Our alliance which extends in several countries from Canada and The United States to 
Europe has been registered as an official democratic establishment.  

 

Mr. President,  

We are here to testify and inform you that we have been under an unfair and huge 
mistreatment by the government funded Persian broadcasting under the United States 
Department!  

 

Your Honor, 

Just recently, the former head of Iran's Intelligence Services, Ali Fallahian,  announced 
in an televised interview clearly and openly that "we are exporting our agents under 



pretext of university scholars, merchants and, journalists and reporters to the western 
countries, Europe and America!"  

We must  bring to your attention sir, Voice of America Persian, which is funded and 
operated by Department of States, paid by the United States citizen's tax money, who 
amazingly is aware of these Iranian agents and offsprings and their locations, constantly 
invites them as guest either inside studio or by teleconferencing them, to direct and steer 
the audiences' state of the mind leaning toward the Iranian regime propagandas! In 
addition these particular anchors working officially and paid by the United States 
Government proudly and openly participate in Iranian regime elections and even 
advertise to have their Iranian audiences to follow! As an old Persian slang says: they 
eat American bread but Stir the Iranian regime pots! That means they get paid by the 
United States but work toward the Iranian regime's policies!  

Mr. President, the situation. Radio Farda which is broadcasted from Prague is even 
more pathetic! It seems like Iranian regime has a direct line from Tehran to Prague for 
placing its own agents in this station! Most of the news broadcasted in Radio 
Farda  pretty much has the same tune as Iranian State news media! In Radio Farda's 
website, the Iranian foreign Minister's statements are so much delicately depicted with 
so much details as if this news is posted by Iran's Foreign State Department! However, 
there are no coverages about Iranian Communities  protests to Zarif's presence  in 
America's prominent organizations as it discredits your policies towards Iran. Now, the 
latest high light of this news media is a program called "Ayar Opposisoin" ("Imposter 
Opposition")  which invited Alireza Namvar Haghighi who was the Iranian regime's top 
advisor to the Minister of Guidance! Alireza Namwar Haghighi was "exiled" to abroad 
under fictitious sentence without any mention of his crime! He is one of the ruthless 
lobbyists of Iranian regime and the enemy of all freedom loving people! He has special 
seat in "Voice of America" and "Radio Farda" And he is continually being broadcasted 
on both of these stations!  

Mr. President Trump, this unfair treatment under former President Obama's term with his 
appeasing policy toward Iran was clearly inevitable since Mr. Obama had his goal set for 
achieving a legacy by signing the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) with 
Iran. Mr. Obama has completely violated all the principles,   ignored the human rights' 
violations  in Iran and the principles of a president under the pretext of obtaining an 
agreement with the Iranian regime. But unfortunately, it is believed that under your term, 
these medias also have a special immunity that continues on the same line without any 
changes. Unfortunately, your secretary of state, Mr. Tillerson, is looking at all these 
developments with a modest stance, and the two media keep confidently the same path 
that Mr Obama and John Kerry have drawn. 

 

Mr. President  

In our humble opinion, it is time for you to conduct a purification of the elements of 
Iranian regime in these two state broadcastings. We believe at the time of your 



administration, the influential elements of the Iranian regime which currently are in 
charge of the Persian news agencies, must be identified and fired. We also hope that 
under your administration with your firm policy against state sponsor of terrorism, the 
Iranian regime's hardliners like Alireza Namvar Haghighi, Akbar Ganji, Ibrahim Nabavi, 
Mohsen Sazegara, Fatemeh Haghighat-Joo, the infamous crook and lying mullah like 
Mohsen Kadivar, Hooshang Amir-Ahmadi, Tita Parsi and Hossein Mousavian, 
who  serve the Iranian regime, must not be allowed to legitimize and  defend the Iranian 
regime's actions with tax payer funds! Further more, we are requesting for a detailed 
screening process for those offered a job, and while are holding poisons at VOA Persian 
and Radio Farda.  

Under such policies, both VOA-Persian and Radio Farda will be refined from Iranian 
regime agents and appeasers.  

In February of the same year, your deputy, Mr. Mike Pence, addressed the officials of 
the Iranian regime, and stated that is better for Iran to look at the calendar and notice the 
new person who's is holding position as  the President of the United States! 

Now, the question remains today, whether the employees and  program makers of 
"Radio Farda" and "Voice of America" realize the difference between the new 
Administration and previous one?   

Our Alliance thanks you in advance for your firm stance on this issue due to the fact that 
democracy and freedom is extremely important for Iranians!  
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CC: 
The White House President's office,  
Honorable President Trump,  
Mr. Vice President Mike Pence, 
Congressman Paul Ryan Speaker of House of Representatives, 
Secretory of States Mr. Tillerson,  
Senator Johan MacCain.   

 
 


